So many say that they are "God fearing
Christians". Question, why are you afraid of God?
Part 2

God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 07:24 PM

...

Of course not. The learning is infinite...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

YOU TELL US.
YOU ARE MAKING YOURSELF GOD. Are you very important teaching others on here. What are
your credentials? Crystals, tarot cards, yoga and meditating, sun worship, Buddhism, Edgar
Cayce, phsychics, mediums, or do you worship the earth above human life? Tell us you whipped
out hippie nutjob. Are we in the age of Aquarius and do should we smoke pot (oh, I'm sorry
"weed" again) to get in touch wiht our inner consciousness? If we are all gods then are you a
Communist? Can you save yourself? Let's see you try it.
Shut the hell up and leave people alone airhead.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20926074

best of all, write us a poem and do an interpretive dance. You have the power to create life and
take life right? You can create the heavens and earth and mitochondrial DNA. Yes, you are a god
OP, keep talking and sounding important - TO YOURSELF.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20926074

So angry. Don't worry about what I believe. Find your own way.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

He's not angry, he is here to disrupt on purpose, you are too close to the truth and then I came in
too and they don't like me. They are taunting, just ike they taunted Jesus on the cross. Ignore
them. for that is what they are worthy of.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 07:30 PM
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...

Don't be afraid. There is nothing to fear. We are not these frail, weak and finite physical bodies.
We are SO much more than that. In truth, we are powerful, infinite spiritual beings. In other words,
we were never born and will never die.
So, don't be afraid. You are doing fine and you don't have to be perfect, you are perfect the way
you are.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

"Ye will not surely die, Ye will be as Gods"
The same Lie over and over again.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 23223519

What's the truth then?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27043566

The truth is that we are really powerful, infinite spiritual beings experiencing this dense physical
reality using a meat suit...
You and I are SO much more than most people realize.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

Even the bible records correctly on this one, Jesus said I tell you, yea are Gods. And then he said,
this you shall do and MORE, around the miracles etc. This is in part a training world for those who
would be God's in fact. Where else can one study so much evil.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 07:33 PM
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...

Then why did you choose to leave the Light to come here? Why leave the limtless to go into the
limited?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27043566

To learn. Why do we accept difficult challenges like climbing a mountain? To experience it first
hand.
And like a guide, to help others with their adventure and then return Home.
Simple.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

Sounds to me like you got sold a bunk vacation and now you are trying to rationalize getting
ripped off. Why else would you be trying to lead people home the vacation sucks and everyone is
lost. We all are trying to get home from this vacation. If anything we are ment to fix this place
instead of leave it. If you leave it broken it will always be broken.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27043566

Did you read the parable? I volunteered to come here. I knew what I was getting in to.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I left for a short bit and did not see the parable. Well done, from one volunteer to another.
To those who would explore Walter Russell, this short speech he gave should help you get an
idea of what he was about. [link to abundanthope.net]
From his Divine Illiad and in this linky above:
"I am the One Whole, the ALL.
"Glorify thou Me, the One Whom I am, for I am ALL, and no other is.
&#65532;&#65532;Page 5 of 17
"I, the sexless One, am Unity.
"What I am, thou art, for thou art Me; thou art the Whole.
"Glorify thou thy Self, for in so doing thou art glorifying Me.
"I, the One Whole, am knowing-Mind. I exist to think. All thinking is Light of my knowing but My
thinking is not Me.
"I am Creator, creating with My thinking.
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"Out of My Light of knowing are My two lights of thinking born as sexed pairs of opposites.
"Mind thinks Mind-knowing. Mind exists to think.
"To think is to create. I create with Light. Nothing is which is not Light.
"I, with man, am creating man in my image.
"What I am, Man is.
"I think, and all things appear in the image of my thinking.
"I think man, and man appears in the image of my thinking.
"Man thinks man, and man appears in the image of man's thinking.
"Man's thinking is My thinking.
"I think idea. Light registers My idea in the two sexed lights of My thinking, and form is born in the
image of My thinking.
"Form has no existence, nor have My imaginings. These exist not, for they are not Me. I alone
exist; I, the ALL.
"I create my imaged body with the inbreathing of My pulsing universe of Me.
"My universe is My image; but My linage is not Me.
"All things are My image, but they are not Me, e'en though I am in them and they in me."
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/05/2012 10:32 PM

I left for a short bit and did not see the parable. Well done, from one volunteer to another.
To those who would explore Walter Russell, this short speech he gave should help you get an
idea of what he was about. [link to abundanthope.net]
From his Divine Illiad and in this linky above:
"I am the One Whole, the ALL.
"Glorify thou Me, the One Whom I am, for I am ALL, and no other is.
&#65532;&#65532;Page 5 of 17
"I, the sexless One, am Unity.
"What I am, thou art, for thou art Me; thou art the Whole.
"Glorify thou thy Self, for in so doing thou art glorifying Me.
"I, the One Whole, am knowing-Mind. I exist to think. All thinking is Light of my knowing but My
thinking is not Me.
"I am Creator, creating with My thinking.
"Out of My Light of knowing are My two lights of thinking born as sexed pairs of opposites.
"Mind thinks Mind-knowing. Mind exists to think.
"To think is to create. I create with Light. Nothing is which is not Light.
"I, with man, am creating man in my image.
"What I am, Man is.
"I think, and all things appear in the image of my thinking.
"I think man, and man appears in the image of my thinking.
"Man thinks man, and man appears in the image of man's thinking.
"Man's thinking is My thinking.
"I think idea. Light registers My idea in the two sexed lights of My thinking, and form is born in the
image of My thinking.
"Form has no existence, nor have My imaginings. These exist not, for they are not Me. I alone
exist; I, the ALL.
"I create my imaged body with the inbreathing of My pulsing universe of Me.
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"My universe is My image; but My linage is not Me.
"All things are My image, but they are not Me, e'en though I am in them and they in me."
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I'm glad you liked the parable. I am going to have to go back and read Russell again. More
thoroughly this time. I was kind of turned off by his Christian style of writing, but I'll look at his work
again.
Thanks. Keep sharing the truth.
Peace
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 22787868
Canada
11/05/2012 10:46 PM
A true all knowing and all wise supreme being should not be something to fear.
In truth, this reality is SO much more than most people's silly childish understandings.
God is within you. Not something above you or in control of you...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

No God is Christ and Christ is God. He's not within you. He's in heaven and he's never coming
back. Christians are scared because of the consequences they will receive for selling out to Lord
and his son and the holy spirit. Well that's what you get for putting your salvation in the hands of
jews and worshipping something you don't understand. And yes the Lord is very scary. It's satan
after all and the holy spirit is baphomet who is the devil. I would be scared too. He is an asshole
from what I gather. Look what he did to God and ha you think he will go easy on you. You're
dreaming
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/05/2012 10:53 PM
For any still listening, let me give you a simple understanding of our real relationship to God.
As I have said here earlier, we are not children, lesser or lower than God. We are part of God.
Here is an easy way to see this relationship. Imagine all life in the universe as a drop of water in a
huge ocean which is God. That is why we are all One. We are all a piece of the Father.
Therefore, we are Supreme and powerful beings. All of us. Not children, or imperfect lower beings,
but an image of God.
Don't disrespect yourself by thinking you are anything less!
Peace
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God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 10:54 PM

A true all knowing and all wise supreme being should not be something to fear.
In truth, this reality is SO much more than most people's silly childish understandings.
God is within you. Not something above you or in control of you...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

No God is Christ and Christ is God. He's not within you. He's in heaven and he's never coming
back. Christians are scared because of the consequences they will receive for selling out to Lord
and his son and the holy spirit. Well that's what you get for putting your salvation in the hands of
jews and worshipping something you don't understand. And yes the Lord is very scary. It's satan
after all and the holy spirit is baphomet who is the devil. I would be scared too. He is an asshole
from what I gather. Look what he did to God and ha you think he will go easy on you. You're
dreaming
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 22787868

Yes they are hooked on the satanic lords and know it not.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 11:03 PM

For any still listening, let me give you a simple understanding of our real relationship to God.
As I have said here earlier, we are not children, lesser or lower than God. We are part of God.
Here is an easy way to see this relationship. Imagine all life in the universe as a drop of water in a
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huge ocean which is God. That is why we are all One. We are all a piece of the Father.
Therefore, we are Supreme and powerful beings. All of us. Not children, or imperfect lower beings,
but an image of God.
Don't disrespect yourself by thinking you are anything less!
Peace
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

One issue with the drops, drops MERGE into the ocean and are not individuated. If one is going to
use something like this, I prefer to use sand. Each piece is individual but it all sand. Not the best
perhaps but the water one doesn't fly either with me. This is such a difficult world to teach on.
Russell came in service to Christ MIchael of Nebadon which is perhaps why you see the Christian
Bias as it were. He was Jesus. Russell points out that of all the avatars who come to this world, he
was the greatest and most illuminated, which is fully true.
I was encouraged to read the Urantia Book and the Phoenix Journals during preparation for my
own role. I learned of Russell thru one of the Phoenix Journals, well several of them which carried
some of his work. These were all banned, the ones with Russells work, even though Russells
regave some of it personally, as they got in trouble with the group that continued his works as
copyright violation. That group has done a great deal, the receivers of his college, to keep the
work hidden in fact. It is to be blasted out there.
His teaching of how matter really is, is fully very good. He sent that out to a lot of scientists who
used it rather deceptive ways, especially Einstein who used some of it, but not the other half and
then took CREDIT himself for it. Such are men without morals.
When I first research it, there was little of it FREE on the web, but gradually ones copied the
books and scanned them and some then did OCT on some. Much of this is on Scribd.com but
other copies can be found. There are folks working to make it fully public. The university of
philosphy and science etc, has had more than enough time to get them into simple pdf files and
sell them CHEAP but they prefer the very expensive printing. Some of the speeches etc that have
been compiled were compiled AFTEr there was an internet and should have been place in that
manner on it in fact. And the fact that both Russell and his wife has passed this plane should void
all copyrights.
People on this plane remain unready for the Urantia Book and the Phoenix Journals, so I am
pushing Walter now. Hoping that his spiritual writings at least will penetrate these
My Walter Russell thread. Thread: Walter Russell Quotes
AGC
User ID: 25628182
United States
11/05/2012 11:05 PM
Do you have any idea what God does to His kids?! The good, the bad, and the abhorrent; they're
all punished unthinkably simply for being brought into existence... By God.
Also, fear is interchangeable with respect, or regard. It's also the most vital learning resource in
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existence. You can either learn from God, or unlearn everything in mindless oblivion.
And I see you've already taken it upon yourself to handle the latter... Good luck with that.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 11:07 PM

Do you have any idea what God does to His kids?! The good, the bad, and the abhorrent; they're
all punished unthinkably simply for being brought into existence... By God.
Also, fear is interchangeable with respect, or regard. It's also the most vital learning resource in
existence. You can either learn from God, or unlearn everything in mindless oblivion.
And I see you've already taken it upon yourself to handle the latter... Good luck with that.
Quoting: AGC

this is a genuine shit ass post. but it is what people "think" except they don't think
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1292637
United States
11/05/2012 11:09 PM
Does he want you to cower and act like a driveling idiot ?
NO
But you aught to fear if you don't do what He tells you....cause He can take you out of this world
early......
Quoting: Dr_Kynes 4209135

THIS ^^
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 11:13 PM
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Here is a sample of Russell, but written by his wife in her Book, God Will Work WITH YOU, but
NOT for you.
This is from my personal copy, no linky to green thumb collectors.
Question. Why am I here?
CHAPTER IV
Why Am I Here?
Answer. You are here to manifest God, your Creator, as one unit of the idea of man. You are here
to become an actor in the Cosmic Drama of Cause and Effect which the Master Playwright has
conceived to express the idea of Love, upon which basis the universe is founded. That means that
you are to take the very long journey of life which begins in a single cell of protoplasm. That single
cell is centered by your Soul, which is your Mind-control during the long ages of building your
body under the guidance and constant co-operation of your centering Soul. That journey takes
millions of years of gradual transformation from physical awareness of body to spiritual awareness
of Mind. The journey ends in complete universality, or Oneness with God.
The journey of the unfoldment of the man idea, which we call the human race, is divided into five
stages. They are as follows:
The first stage was the primate, unmoral, instinctively controlled period of mere body building and
fighting for survival. Man, the fighter and procurer of food, was supreme. Woman was only
considered man's chattel and slave. This stage ended at the dawn of Consciousness.
The second stage is the present pagan, or barbarian sense-dominated stage. It is the
beginning of awareness between right and wrong, and the elevation of woman to an everincreasing importance, but never of sufficient importance to create a balanced civilization.
Even today it is still a man's world. Instinctive control lessens as man recognizes the
unfolding of Mind and exercises free will. This barbarian stage is characterized by greed
for material possessions and power over others, which it acquired by might-over-right
practices. This barbarian stage will continue as long as man kills man, believes in evil and
suppresses woman to less than full equality with man. (This was written in the 1950's, It is still
the case of the majority of inhabitants on this world.-Candace )
The third stage is the Mind-dominated first stage of Consciousness, or the genius period. It is the
second moral period of higher ideals and greater God-awareness. It is also the first stage where
man knowingly becomes co-creator with God by being able to transfer invisible Mind idea into
visible body forms.
The genius fully comprehends the rhythms of God's language and interprets those rhythms for
other men. The barbarian and the genius stages overlap, for there have already been several
hundred geniuses among the billions of barbarians. During the genius stage the idea of evil
almost entirely disappears. ( we sure ain't there, not even close and there are a lot of us here form
those high heavens now, and we can't get thru to you. Most of those on this planet who have
brought to you advancing technologies are not from this planet, we have come to lift you up. )
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The fourth stage is the Cosmic Conscious period of unfolding. It is the higher moral and spiritual
stage of complete God-awareness. This period is distinctly marked by the disappearance of
instinctive control, sense of evil and forgetfulness of body. It is the stage of the mystic who is
almost fully omniscient and omnipotent. Twenty or thirty humans have already reached this high
stage.
The fifth stage is Christ Consciousness, or complete awareness of unity with God. This is the final
stage of universality, omniscience and omnipotence in man. In the Christ Conscious being Love
has been fully manifested on earth and evil has fully disappeared. One man only has ever
reached this final stage of all men. ( and that was the incarnation of Jesus who demonstrated the
whole deal in the short 33 years in Israel).
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/05/2012 11:15 PM
I find my "assignment" here quite difficult at times. I have been made to understand who and what
we are, but I have not been given any knowledge or remembrance of my previous lives or life
before this incarnation. Tough gig really.
But, I am beginning to understand my mission better each day.
I feel that I have always known that I had a unique task here to perform.
Oh, and you are right about the analogy. In fact I have used sand as my example many times
before. Thanks
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/05/2012 11:21 PM
Here is a sample of Russell, but written by his wife in her Book, God Will Work WITH YOU, but
NOT for you.
This is from my personal copy, no linky to green thumb collectors.
Question. Why am I here?
CHAPTER IV
Why Am I Here?
Answer. You are here to manifest God, your Creator, as one unit of the idea of man. You are here
to become an actor in the Cosmic Drama of Cause and Effect which the Master Playwright has
conceived to express the idea of Love, upon which basis the universe is founded. That means that
you are to take the very long journey of life which begins in a single cell of protoplasm. That single
cell is centered by your Soul, which is your Mind-control during the long ages of building your
body under the guidance and constant co-operation of your centering Soul. That journey takes
millions of years of gradual transformation from physical awareness of body to spiritual awareness
of Mind. The journey ends in complete universality, or Oneness with God.
The journey of the unfoldment of the man idea, which we call the human race, is divided into five
stages. They are as follows:
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The first stage was the primate, unmoral, instinctively controlled period of mere body building and
fighting for survival. Man, the fighter and procurer of food, was supreme. Woman was only
considered man's chattel and slave. This stage ended at the dawn of Consciousness.
The second stage is the present pagan, or barbarian sense-dominated stage. It is the
beginning of awareness between right and wrong, and the elevation of woman to an everincreasing importance, but never of sufficient importance to create a balanced civilization.
Even today it is still a man's world. Instinctive control lessens as man recognizes the
unfolding of Mind and exercises free will. This barbarian stage is characterized by greed
for material possessions and power over others, which it acquired by might-over-right
practices. This barbarian stage will continue as long as man kills man, believes in evil and
suppresses woman to less than full equality with man. (This was written in the 1950's, It is still
the case of the majority of inhabitants on this world.-Candace )
The third stage is the Mind-dominated first stage of Consciousness, or the genius period. It is the
second moral period of higher ideals and greater God-awareness. It is also the first stage where
man knowingly becomes co-creator with God by being able to transfer invisible Mind idea into
visible body forms.
The genius fully comprehends the rhythms of God's language and interprets those rhythms for
other men. The barbarian and the genius stages overlap, for there have already been several
hundred geniuses among the billions of barbarians. During the genius stage the idea of evil
almost entirely disappears. ( we sure ain't there, not even close and there are a lot of us here form
those high heavens now, and we can't get thru to you.)
The fourth stage is the Cosmic Conscious period of unfolding. It is the higher moral and spiritual
stage of complete God-awareness. This period is distinctly marked by the disappearance of
instinctive control, sense of evil and forgetfulness of body. It is the stage of the mystic who is
almost fully omniscient and omnipotent. Twenty or thirty humans have already reached this high
stage.
The fifth stage is Christ Consciousness, or complete awareness of unity with God. This is the final
stage of universality, omniscience and omnipotence in man. In the Christ Conscious being Love
has been fully manifested on earth and evil has fully disappeared. One man only has ever
reached this final stage of all men. ( and that was the incarnation of Jesus who demonstrated the
whole deal in the short 33 years in Israel).
Quoting: God Loves ALL

What do you see as the time frame (years) for this transition?
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 11:21 PM
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I find my "assignment" here quite difficult at times. I have been made to understand who and what
we are, but I have not been given any knowledge or remembrance of my previous lives or life
before this incarnation. Tough gig really.
But, I am beginning to understand my mission better each day.
I feel that I have always known that I had a unique task here to perform.
Oh, and you are right about the analogy. In fact I have used sand as my example many times
before. Thanks
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

well OP I have enjoyed my day in your thread. It is time for your mission to unfold very soon, so be
doing your meditation and find what it is, that is to be your business while being about the Father's

business.
My mission is to find people like you and support them.
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/05/2012 11:26 PM
I find my "assignment" here quite difficult at times. I have been made to understand who and what
we are, but I have not been given any knowledge or remembrance of my previous lives or life
before this incarnation. Tough gig really.
But, I am beginning to understand my mission better each day.
I feel that I have always known that I had a unique task here to perform.
Oh, and you are right about the analogy. In fact I have used sand as my example many times
before. Thanks
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

well OP I have enjoyed my day in your thread. It is time for your mission to unfold very soon, so be
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doing your meditation and find what it is, that is to be your business while being about the Father's

business.
My mission is to find people like you and support them.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Thank you my friend. Peace and love to you. May our paths cross many times along this amazing
river of life.
A brother...
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 11:31 PM

Here is a sample of Russell, but written by his wife in her Book, God Will Work WITH YOU, but
NOT for you.
This is from my personal copy, no linky to green thumb collectors.
Question. Why am I here?
CHAPTER IV
Why Am I Here?
Answer. You are here to manifest God, your Creator, as one unit of the idea of man. You are here
to become an actor in the Cosmic Drama of Cause and Effect which the Master Playwright has
conceived to express the idea of Love, upon which basis the universe is founded. That means that
you are to take the very long journey of life which begins in a single cell of protoplasm. That single
cell is centered by your Soul, which is your Mind-control during the long ages of building your
body under the guidance and constant co-operation of your centering Soul. That journey takes
millions of years of gradual transformation from physical awareness of body to spiritual awareness
of Mind. The journey ends in complete universality, or Oneness with God.
The journey of the unfoldment of the man idea, which we call the human race, is divided into five
stages. They are as follows:
The first stage was the primate, unmoral, instinctively controlled period of mere body building and
fighting for survival. Man, the fighter and procurer of food, was supreme. Woman was only
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considered man's chattel and slave. This stage ended at the dawn of Consciousness.
The second stage is the present pagan, or barbarian sense-dominated stage. It is the
beginning of awareness between right and wrong, and the elevation of woman to an everincreasing importance, but never of sufficient importance to create a balanced civilization.
Even today it is still a man's world. Instinctive control lessens as man recognizes the
unfolding of Mind and exercises free will. This barbarian stage is characterized by greed
for material possessions and power over others, which it acquired by might-over-right
practices. This barbarian stage will continue as long as man kills man, believes in evil and
suppresses woman to less than full equality with man. (This was written in the 1950's, It is still
the case of the majority of inhabitants on this world.-Candace )
The third stage is the Mind-dominated first stage of Consciousness, or the genius period. It is the
second moral period of higher ideals and greater God-awareness. It is also the first stage where
man knowingly becomes co-creator with God by being able to transfer invisible Mind idea into
visible body forms.
The genius fully comprehends the rhythms of God's language and interprets those rhythms for
other men. The barbarian and the genius stages overlap, for there have already been several
hundred geniuses among the billions of barbarians. During the genius stage the idea of evil
almost entirely disappears. ( we sure ain't there, not even close and there are a lot of us here form
those high heavens now, and we can't get thru to you.)
The fourth stage is the Cosmic Conscious period of unfolding. It is the higher moral and spiritual
stage of complete God-awareness. This period is distinctly marked by the disappearance of
instinctive control, sense of evil and forgetfulness of body. It is the stage of the mystic who is
almost fully omniscient and omnipotent. Twenty or thirty humans have already reached this high
stage.
The fifth stage is Christ Consciousness, or complete awareness of unity with God. This is the final
stage of universality, omniscience and omnipotence in man. In the Christ Conscious being Love
has been fully manifested on earth and evil has fully disappeared. One man only has ever
reached this final stage of all men. ( and that was the incarnation of Jesus who demonstrated the
whole deal in the short 33 years in Israel).
Quoting: God Loves ALL

What do you see as the time frame (years) for this transition?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

a LONG TIME. We are at the end of the time it should have been done, but there is an extension
of grace because of the Lucifer Rebellion which set this planet back very seriously. There is to be
a final dispensation of the very dark, they get to leave and then we will engage in a long probably
1000 year period of working with those left behind. Talk about a "reverse" rapture, for the ones
with some hope will be the ones left behind to benefit. Its a big plan and the planet will have to be
temporarily vacated so she can make her own ascension and undergo her necessary changes to
her own body, she must go thru, in a sense, the process of raising her own kundalini, she is but its
on hold a bit.
We estimate about a 10 year period for this remodeling, and man who is Left behind, will sleep
during it. There are ways to pause the body. If you were on the planet in 1992, you were paused
as we went into the Photon Belt for a week.
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After the dark are moved, we plan a period of one year if possible of some really serious teaching,
during which will control the planetary peoples as a gift, because they are not ready to install any
sort of government, looking at what they have just done in the United States. Its a very detailed
plan
Other than that, after those 10 years or so of cleansing the planet, and the necessary magnetic
pole reversal to dump off the invisible dark energies, and some serious axis shifting we shall see
what those that return are capable of, time wise. This should get their attention. The planet will be
governed directly by the sons of God from heaven under the auspices of my organization for quite
some time, and hopefully they will themselves begin to create what will work. This is a seed planet
way behind its times, and man should have been ready to travel the universe and seed it further.
he is not. Not even close.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/05/2012 11:32 PM

I find my "assignment" here quite difficult at times. I have been made to understand who and what
we are, but I have not been given any knowledge or remembrance of my previous lives or life
before this incarnation. Tough gig really.
But, I am beginning to understand my mission better each day.
I feel that I have always known that I had a unique task here to perform.
Oh, and you are right about the analogy. In fact I have used sand as my example many times
before. Thanks
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

well OP I have enjoyed my day in your thread. It is time for your mission to unfold very soon, so be
doing your meditation and find what it is, that is to be your business while being about the Father's

business.
My mission is to find people like you and support them.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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Thank you my friend. Peace and love to you. May our paths cross many times along this amazing
river of life.
A brother...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

well lets make me a sister! I chose a female incarnation on purpose, we got to balance out this
male female energy thing on this world.
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/05/2012 11:39 PM
a LONG TIME. We are at the end of the time it should have been done, but there is an extension
of grace because of the Lucifer Rebellion which set this planet back very seriously. There is to be
a final dispensation of the very dark, they get to leave and then we will engage in a long probably
1000 year period of working with those left behind. Talk about a "reverse" rapture, for the ones
with some hope will be the ones left behind to benefit. Its a big plan and the planet will have to be
temporarily vacated so she can make her own ascension and undergo her necessary changes to
her own body, she must go thru, in a sense, the process of raising her own kundalini, she is but its
on hold a bit.
We estimate about a 10 year period for this remodeling, and man who is Left behind, will sleep
during it. There are ways to pause the body. If you were on the planet in 1992, you were paused
as we went into the Photon Belt for a week.
After the dark are moved, we plan a period of one year if possible of some really serious teaching,
during which will control the planetary peoples as a gift, because they are not ready to install any
sort of government, looking at what they have just done in the United States. Its a very detailed
plan
Other than that, after those 10 years or so of cleansing the planet, and the necessary magnetic
pole reversal to dump off the invisible dark energies, and some serious axis shifting we shall see
what those that return are capable of, time wise. This should get their attention. The planet will be
governed directly by the sons of God from heaven under the auspices of my organization for quite
some time, and hopefully they will themselves begin to create what will work. This is a seed planet
way behind its times, and man should have been ready to travel the universe and seed it further.
he is not. Not even close.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Wow. So much of this is what I have felt for a while now. I didn't think that the transition was on
schedule.
Question. I still feel an alien landing and deception may be part of the near future. Is that what you
think also? Any guidance here?
TRUTH
User ID: 27107173
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United States
11/05/2012 11:40 PM
The word is not "Fear" but reverence.
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/05/2012 11:41 PM
I find my "assignment" here quite difficult at times. I have been made to understand who and what
we are, but I have not been given any knowledge or remembrance of my previous lives or life
before this incarnation. Tough gig really.
But, I am beginning to understand my mission better each day.
I feel that I have always known that I had a unique task here to perform.
Oh, and you are right about the analogy. In fact I have used sand as my example many times
before. Thanks
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

well OP I have enjoyed my day in your thread. It is time for your mission to unfold very soon, so be
doing your meditation and find what it is, that is to be your business while being about the Father's

business.
My mission is to find people like you and support them.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Thank you my friend. Peace and love to you. May our paths cross many times along this amazing
river of life.
A brother...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

well lets make me a sister! I chose a female incarnation on purpose, we got to balance out this
male female energy thing on this world.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I was speaking of as me being your brother. I felt you were female. *smile*
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
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United States
11/05/2012 11:48 PM
I know that I will not be leaving Mother Earth in this incarnation, no matter what is coming soon.,,
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 11:01 AM

a LONG TIME. We are at the end of the time it should have been done, but there is an extension
of grace because of the Lucifer Rebellion which set this planet back very seriously. There is to be
a final dispensation of the very dark, they get to leave and then we will engage in a long probably
1000 year period of working with those left behind. Talk about a "reverse" rapture, for the ones
with some hope will be the ones left behind to benefit. Its a big plan and the planet will have to be
temporarily vacated so she can make her own ascension and undergo her necessary changes to
her own body, she must go thru, in a sense, the process of raising her own kundalini, she is but its
on hold a bit.
We estimate about a 10 year period for this remodeling, and man who is Left behind, will sleep
during it. There are ways to pause the body. If you were on the planet in 1992, you were paused
as we went into the Photon Belt for a week.
After the dark are moved, we plan a period of one year if possible of some really serious teaching,
during which will control the planetary peoples as a gift, because they are not ready to install any
sort of government, looking at what they have just done in the United States. Its a very detailed
plan
Other than that, after those 10 years or so of cleansing the planet, and the necessary magnetic
pole reversal to dump off the invisible dark energies, and some serious axis shifting we shall see
what those that return are capable of, time wise. This should get their attention. The planet will be
governed directly by the sons of God from heaven under the auspices of my organization for quite
some time, and hopefully they will themselves begin to create what will work. This is a seed planet
way behind its times, and man should have been ready to travel the universe and seed it further.
he is not. Not even close.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Wow. So much of this is what I have felt for a while now. I didn't think that the transition was on
schedule.
Question. I still feel an alien landing and deception may be part of the near future. Is that what you
think also? Any guidance here?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827
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No, it will be prevented, as it would not be "alien" anyway, but manufactured by man. ALL the ET's
here are under the direct command of "Jesus" himself. All the ETS have to do to prevent man's
game is muck the satellites a bit, which they have done many times already. Man can only carry it
off with holographic technology thru the satellites and voice technology thru the cell towers, and all
the cell tower technology of "voice" throwing has been disabled. I experienced some of that, the
cell tower stuff, I was sent threats via it, which would land anywhere from close to my head to
several feet away.
Man still has machines to do this that are hand held and they are used in churches etc so selected
people can hear the "voice of god" and be further manipulated.
The US of A is very limited in craft that can hover, like NONE anymore and the russian
cosmospheres would not be used as Russia leadership would not do such a thing. They do have
well over 300 small craft that hover. And also are allowed to explore our entire solar system. They
have and do engage in weather war sometimes against the US of A because they can rapidly
heat and move the jet stream etc, using plasma energy. Perhaps the recent Sandy is an example.
The US of A is not coming into alignment at all. Russia and some other countries are forming
alliances than have some potential for good, but they are infiltrated by thugs also.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 11:02 AM

I know that I will not be leaving Mother Earth in this incarnation, no matter what is coming soon.,,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I have promised 1000 years in this incarnation.... I am NOT doing the baby thing again. And I
promised those years in 2005 or before, I forget now, so make that with ones already done, about
1060.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 25342985
United States
11/06/2012 11:20 AM
I'm not afraid of an imaginary sky-daddy. Spaghetti monster is another story - he will eat you with
marinara sauce & parmesan cheese :)
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 11:33 AM

I'm not afraid of an imaginary sky-daddy. Spaghetti monster is another story - he will eat you with
marinara sauce & parmesan cheese :)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 25342985

well the "sky daddy" is also within YOU, so nothing to fear. Religion sure still makes a sky daddy
out of the Father though. I have often used just the same expression to describe..... or sometimes
"daddy sky god".
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/06/2012 11:39 AM
No, it will be prevented, as it would not be "alien" anyway, but manufactured by man. ALL the ET's
here are under the direct command of "Jesus" himself. All the ETS have to do to prevent man's
game is muck the satellites a bit, which they have done many times already. Man can only carry it
off with holographic technology thru the satellites and voice technology thru the cell towers, and all
the cell tower technology of "voice" throwing has been disabled. I experienced some of that, the
cell tower stuff, I was sent threats via it, which would land anywhere from close to my head to
several feet away.
Man still has machines to do this that are hand held and they are used in churches etc so selected
people can hear the "voice of god" and be further manipulated.
The US of A is very limited in craft that can hover, like NONE anymore and the russian
cosmospheres would not be used as Russia leadership would not do such a thing. They do have
well over 300 small craft that hover. And also are allowed to explore our entire solar system. They
have and do engage in weather war sometimes against the US of A because they can rapidly
heat and move the jet stream etc, using plasma energy. Perhaps the recent Sandy is an example.
The US of A is not coming into alignment at all. Russia and some other countries are forming
alliances than have some potential for good, but they are infiltrated by thugs also.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Thank you.
If you are Candace, please check your yahoo email address. You know the one? *smile*
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 11:45 AM

Fear and Respect go hand and hand with GOD.
Does he want you to cower and act like a driveling idiot ?
NO
But you aught to fear if you don't do what He tells you....cause He can take you out of this world
early......
And HE also has the keys to hell.
Don't fear man (like the pope or his agents like Obama and Bush and Hiter) who can destroy the
body but can't destroy the soul, but fear HIM (GOD) who can destroy both both body and soul in
HELL.
Quoting: Dr_Kynes 4209135

fear is not of God, period. It is of people still caught up in superstition. There is NO hell. If it exists,
as Christians and Islam accepts, where is it in nature? Tell me that. WHERE. For if "God" creates
such a place it will be found in nature. God has no keys to hell, his only keys are creation in love
and balance. He does not take anyone out of this world early, this is all superstitious nonsense
which belong to men and women who still manifest the 2nd age of man, barbarism.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 11:46 AM

No, it will be prevented, as it would not be "alien" anyway, but manufactured by man. ALL the ET's
here are under the direct command of "Jesus" himself. All the ETS have to do to prevent man's
game is muck the satellites a bit, which they have done many times already. Man can only carry it
off with holographic technology thru the satellites and voice technology thru the cell towers, and all
the cell tower technology of "voice" throwing has been disabled. I experienced some of that, the
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cell tower stuff, I was sent threats via it, which would land anywhere from close to my head to
several feet away.
Man still has machines to do this that are hand held and they are used in churches etc so selected
people can hear the "voice of god" and be further manipulated.
The US of A is very limited in craft that can hover, like NONE anymore and the russian
cosmospheres would not be used as Russia leadership would not do such a thing. They do have
well over 300 small craft that hover. And also are allowed to explore our entire solar system. They
have and do engage in weather war sometimes against the US of A because they can rapidly
heat and move the jet stream etc, using plasma energy. Perhaps the recent Sandy is an example.
The US of A is not coming into alignment at all. Russia and some other countries are forming
alliances than have some potential for good, but they are infiltrated by thugs also.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Thank you.
If you are Candace, please check your yahoo email address. You know the one? *smile*
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I am and I will go check and then give you a better one, as I go there about 3 times a year.
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/06/2012 11:58 AM
Fear and Respect go hand and hand with GOD.
Does he want you to cower and act like a driveling idiot ?
NO
But you aught to fear if you don't do what He tells you....cause He can take you out of this world
early......
And HE also has the keys to hell.
Don't fear man (like the pope or his agents like Obama and Bush and Hiter) who can destroy the
body but can't destroy the soul, but fear HIM (GOD) who can destroy both both body and soul in
HELL.
Quoting: Dr_Kynes 4209135

fear is not of God, period. It is of people still caught up in superstition. There is NO hell. If it exists,
as Christians and Islam accepts, where is it in nature? Tell me that. WHERE. For if "God" creates
such a place it will be found in nature. God has no keys to hell, his only keys are creation in love
and balance. He does not take anyone out of this world early, this is all superstitious
nonsense which belong to men and women who still manifest the 2nd age of man,
barbarism.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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Exactly!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24145022
United States
11/06/2012 12:10 PM
"Fear of the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom" Psalm 111:10
Quoting: Nam Marine 24695931

You don't have a clue what you are trying to justify here do you? I feel sorry for you...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I trully feel sorry for you OP, you're lost
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/06/2012 12:17 PM
"Fear of the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom" Psalm 111:10
Quoting: Nam Marine 24695931

You don't have a clue what you are trying to justify here do you? I feel sorry for you...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I trully feel sorry for you OP, you're lost.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 24145022

Thank you, because I know you mean it, but honestly I am very comfortable with my view of our
reality and my views of God.
We each have to choose what we feel is right and then accept it without fear. I am not afraid. In
fact, I am very happy with my choices.
Peace
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 01:15 PM
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"Fear of the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom" Psalm 111:10
Quoting: Nam Marine 24695931

You don't have a clue what you are trying to justify here do you? I feel sorry for you...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I trully feel sorry for you OP, you're lost.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 24145022

Thank you, because I know you mean it, but honestly I am very comfortable with my view of our
reality and my views of God.
We each have to choose what we feel is right and then accept it without fear. I am not afraid. In
fact, I am very happy with my choices.
Peace
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

Its a shame you insecure and unknowing and fearful ones must do this to OP. I am an illumined
one, of Christ Consciousness, and i know others on the path of service to this world when I see
them here, and you ones come on them to bash it because you do not know, YET.
But as
some point in your travel upward, when you truly understand meditation and how to connect with
Universal MInd, you too will recognize it in others. That you don't, means you aren't there yet and
your journey would be greatly enhanced if you would truly seek to know yourself as God. For he is
within YOU and all of those wondrous teachings of Jesus, are still on the wayside for most who
"follow" them.
You cannot follow those teachings and know the Universal ONE. For when you do KNOW the
universal ONE you will not have needed them. I will still hugely advise study of Walter Russell,
because doing so may encourage you to seek what he HAD when here and WHAT I HAVE
WHILE HERE.
YOu cannot kNOW God from Books and reading. You can only know him thru merging your mind
with his.
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
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11/06/2012 02:45 PM
You cannot KNOW God from Books and reading. You can only know him thru merging your mind
with his.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Yes, and you will begin to merge with him with love in your heart. This is the path Home. Not by
praying to anything or anyone. Not by visiting any temple or holy sight. Not by having a guru,
master or priest to guide you. Not by knowing any hidden secrets.
Only when you refuse to be afraid, find love in your heart and completely stop trying to control
your life, will you finally begin to end your suffering.
Only then will you see what this beautiful soul that keeps trying to protect me is trying to tell you.
There has ALWAYS been "Wise Ones" among us. Trying to show us the way. But, they cannot
help anyone that has eyes, but cannot see and has ears, but cannot hear.
You are the one you need to save you...
Peace and love to all.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27125285
Spain
11/06/2012 02:51 PM
It is a reverent respect towards the most loved and cherished.
Do you fear to brake your head?...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27125285
Spain
11/06/2012 02:53 PM
(KJV)Psalm 111:10
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom: a good understanding have all they that do his
commandments : his praise endureth for ever.
(KJV)Proverbs 1:7
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge: but fools despise wisdom and instruction.
(KJV)Proverbs 2:5
Then shalt thou understand the fear of the Lord , and find the knowledge of God.

Fearing God keeps us in line, because He punishes evil. The best way to explain it is this. A child
fears doing something wrong and getting punished by their parents. It's this fear, that leads the
child to not do anything stupid. It is also because of this, why spankings are now thought to be
evil. With my own eyes, I have seen the ill effects of it. Children get everything they want, thus
losing respect of the parents and when the parents DO try to assert authority, the child pays them
no mind. Note, that fear also includes respect. A LOT of people do not respect the God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and thus, we see many hypocrites.
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(KJV)Proverbs 13:24
He that spareth his rod hateth his son: but he that loveth him chasteneth him betimes.

(KJV)Hebrews 12:5-17
And ye have forgotten the exhortation which speaketh unto you as unto children, My son, despise
not thou the chastening of the Lord, nor faint when thou art rebuked of him:
[6] For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth.
[7] If ye endure chastening, God dealeth with you as with sons; for what son is he whom the father
chasteneth not?
[8] But if ye be without chastisement, whereof all are partakers, then are ye bastards, and not
sons.
[9] Furthermore we have had fathers of our flesh which corrected us , and we gave them
reverence: shall we not much rather be in subjection unto the Father of spirits, and live?
[10] For they verily for a few days chastened us after their own pleasure; but he for our profit, that
we might be partakers of his holiness.
[11] Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous: nevertheless
afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby.
[12] Wherefore lift up the hands which hang down, and the feeble knees;
[13] And make straight paths for your feet, lest that which is lame be turned out of the way; but let
it rather be healed.
[14] Follow peace with all men , and holiness, without which no man shall see the Lord:
[15] Looking diligently lest any man fail of the grace of God; lest any root of bitterness springing up
trouble you , and thereby many be defiled;
[16] Lest there be any fornicator, or profane person, as Esau, who for one morsel of meat sold his
birthright.
[17] For ye know how that afterward, when he would have inherited the blessing, he was rejected:
for he found no place of repentance, though he sought it carefully with tears.

Glory be to the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob!!!
Quoting: cmoG530
Geo777
User ID: 21201441
United States
11/06/2012 02:56 PM
I'd refer to it more like respect, and also like a child that knows they shouldn't spit and cuss at their
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ma or steal from dad's wallet or they will get a whoopin'. God has feelings, too, and he disciplines
those he loves - so do good parents. God has a personality and feelings, too, after all, he's not
just some big, ball of impersonal energy up there waiting to strike us with lightning. I find him much
more on the loving, patient, compassionate side, and very forgiving, too. He's also very generous
with his children and has much to offer.
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/06/2012 03:04 PM
It is a reverent respect towards the most loved and cherished.
Do you fear to brake your head?...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27125285

No.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 03:16 PM

proper translation is respect
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20084471

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27004651

Proper translation is to become ONE WITH. You ones place God the Universal Father MIND on
the wrong pedestal. He is not separate from you, but you place him still up there some place.
STOP IT. YOu are confusing HIM with the Hierarchy and the Hierarchy are all brothers too, no
matter the job responsibility or level of knowing. If you cannot respect YOURSELF As being OF
THE FATHER, then the issue is the lack of self respect. The FAther is not on a Pedestal and
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Neither are any of the avatars that have graced this planet. You are simply the younger brothers
and they are the elder brothers.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 03:17 PM

It is a reverent respect towards the most loved and cherished.
Do you fear to brake your head?...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27125285

No.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I don't either, I have had a lot of "breaks" in my life with the body. and I am not in fear of them
either. You ones still confuse your body as YOU and IT IS NOT. It is a carrier of YOU. It is a
machine. YOU cannot be harmed. You mind does not get broken if your head gets broken. The
FEAR comes from the fact you don't realize you are already an eternal being and all this is "lost"
is a machine of a body. If your head is seriously broken, you will simply depart from the machine.
NONE of you is "new". Even the cat and dog are not their body. They are not flesh either. LIFE is
in the SPIRIT, even your tree in your yard. You cannot die. There is no hellfire. God is within YOU.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 03:22 PM

I'd refer to it more like respect, and also like a child that knows they shouldn't spit and cuss at their
ma or steal from dad's wallet or they will get a whoopin'. God has feelings, too, and he disciplines
those he loves - so do good parents. God has a personality and feelings, too, after all, he's not
just some big, ball of impersonal energy up there waiting to strike us with lightning. I find him much
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more on the loving, patient, compassionate side, and very forgiving, too. He's also very generous
with his children and has much to offer.
Quoting: Geo777

Dearly Beloved, this is a bunch of CRAP when it comes to The Father. God is not separate from
YOU. Your post states you have NO concept of God. Now read some Walter Russell to help you
out. God does not discipline YOU. Nature well however if you muck the laws. God does not
spank, he merely awaits the day when YOU discover your MIND and HIS MIND are joined at the
hip
As to respect man has still hardly any respect for his planetary Mother and her body.
As to Personality, the FAther grants personality to you, he IS the source of all personality. YOU
Still make him a person like YOU and he is not a person like you with feelings and emotions like
you. In that you are in great error.
The FAther has ONE "emotion" if you must use that word, LOVE. NONE OTHER. He does not
carry a stick and spank you. Your karma will though. So will the hierarchy who will see to it that if
you have been brutal in a life you will get to experience same. People confuse the father all the
time with the angels.
When you can forget your body and become just MIND that you MELD with the Universal MIND
that is the FATHER, you will know ONLY LOVE, exultation and inspiration. Not a spanking. You
are forgiven always before you ask. But most who think they are unforgiven, have not forgiven
themselves.
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/06/2012 03:28 PM
It is a reverent respect towards the most loved and cherished.
Do you fear to brake your head?...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27125285

No.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I don't either, I have had a lot of "breaks" in my life with the body. and I am not in fear of them
either. You ones still confuse your body as YOU and IT IS NOT. It is a carrier of YOU. It is a
machine. YOU cannot be harmed. You mind does not get broken if your head gets broken. The
FEAR comes from the fact you don't realize you are already an eternal being and all this is "lost"
is a machine of a body. If your head is seriously broken, you will simply depart from the machine.
NONE of you is "new". Even the cat and dog are not their body. They are not flesh either. LIFE is
in the SPIRIT, even your tree in your yard. You cannot die. There is no hellfire. God is within YOU.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

This brings up a very important point. Please, anyone still following this thread please consider
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this.
Since we are actually infinite spiritual beings, we can never really die. These frail finite bodies can,
but not the real us.
So, how do the dark forces hurt and control us? Fear of death won't work.
You deceive and trick us into giving away our own freedom and control. In other words, the only
way we can be hurt is by tricking us into making the wrong choices ourselves. We cause our own
suffering! Deception.
If you want a magic key to salvation? This is it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26765356
Canada
11/06/2012 03:43 PM
It is a reverent respect towards the most loved and cherished.
Do you fear to brake your head?...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27125285

No.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I don't either, I have had a lot of "breaks" in my life with the body. and I am not in fear of them
either. You ones still confuse your body as YOU and IT IS NOT. It is a carrier of YOU. It is a
machine. YOU cannot be harmed. You mind does not get broken if your head gets broken. The
FEAR comes from the fact you don't realize you are already an eternal being and all this is "lost"
is a machine of a body. If your head is seriously broken, you will simply depart from the machine.
NONE of you is "new". Even the cat and dog are not their body. They are not flesh either. LIFE is
in the SPIRIT, even your tree in your yard. You cannot die. There is no hellfire. God is within YOU.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

This brings up a very important point. Please, anyone still following this thread please consider
this.
Since we are actually infinite spiritual beings, we can never really die. These frail finite bodies can,
but not the real us.
So, how do the dark forces hurt and control us? Fear of death won't work.
You deceive and trick us into giving away our own freedom and control. In other words, the only
way we can be hurt is by tricking us into making the wrong choices ourselves. We cause our own
suffering! Deception.
If you want a magic key to salvation? This is it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827
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You ego assumes a lot... I used to do the same: "we are eternal spiritual beings" is a nice feeling
to have, but when you consider God and His plan to NOT have rebellious creations running
around eternally denying Him and doing whatever they want, it makes more sense to think of
yourself as a part of God's garden--you will either produce fruit for Him or you will be destroyed...
no worries if you don't value eternity...
sure, part of your essence may go on, but probably not your consciousness as it is ordered
currently...
this is why lucifer is in charge here... and he is in charge here... of that there is no doubt... to tempt
and to help God separate weeds from wheat...
so fear God if that's what it takes... He is the Creator and we are just His creations, made in His
image... given free will and awareness... enough to learn humility and love of God and each other
or not...
lucifer was made as one of the most beautiful creations and his fate is no different than anyone
who denies God...
try tending a garden or bees and it will appear more obvious...
I would disagree--God created Grizzly bears and their voracity... imagine the awesomeness of
creation and all of the beauty and destruction within it... not some kindly old man who is whoever
you want Him to be, but someone you cannot fathom...
terrible and profound...
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 03:47 PM

each and every one who walks this planet is alreayd very elderly in terms of when their soul
began. Your soul does NOT begin one of these bodies, it starts long before, for early individual
mind is stupid. You who have matured ON this planet have been the animals and the animals are
still maturing to that point where their souls are ready for a human brain. The lies on this world are
terrible. Bodies are machines to carry you in learning and nothing more. Some cats and dogs on
this planet are becoming early humans (mind able to make decisions) before they even use a
human body. There are angels who specialty is to guard and care for life and they move up each
developing soul into a higher animal form as it becomes ready and then the higher animals souls
are moved into human bodies when they are thinking. These animal souls, when they start the
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human body/brain machine are those that you think dumb. They are dumb, they haven't been
humans very long.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26765356
Canada
11/06/2012 03:49 PM
Sometimes, when I consider the fractal nature of God's creation I consider that we are actually
part of God, much like cells in a body... rebellious cells would be like a cancer and unlikely to be
desirable to the Creator... so Earth is a proving ground, a simulation designed to separate out the
bad creations from the good... there may be more of these simulations out there, but we don't
need to worry about that... this place is what it is and so long as we are in 3D we will have the
choice to serve God or be destroyed....
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26765356
Canada
11/06/2012 03:53 PM
each and every one who walks this planet is alreayd very elderly in terms of when their soul
began. Your soul does NOT begin one of these bodies, it starts long before, for early individual
mind is stupid. You who have matured ON this planet have been the animals and the animals are
still maturing to that point where their souls are ready for a human brain. The lies on this world are
terrible. Bodies are machines to carry you in learning and nothing more. Some cats and dogs on
this planet are becoming early humans (mind able to make decisions) before they even use a
human body. There are angels who specialty is to guard and care for life and they move up each
developing soul into a higher animal form as it becomes ready and then the higher animals souls
are moved into human bodies when they are thinking. These animal souls, when they start the
human body/brain machine are those that you think dumb. They are dumb, they haven't been
humans very long.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Another nice thought and again very new age and probably a luciferian deception unwise to
believe in.. from what I have learned...
most of this type of info comes from Blavatsky theosophistic channeling and is likely a
supernatural deception... it is definitely egoic and self-deifying... and is undeniably luciferian if it
was sponsored by "Lucius trust, aka "Lucifer Trust"...
see: "The Greatest Secret of David dIcke" on youtube and others on my list...
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 03:55 PM
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...

No.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

I don't either, I have had a lot of "breaks" in my life with the body. and I am not in fear of them
either. You ones still confuse your body as YOU and IT IS NOT. It is a carrier of YOU. It is a
machine. YOU cannot be harmed. You mind does not get broken if your head gets broken. The
FEAR comes from the fact you don't realize you are already an eternal being and all this is "lost"
is a machine of a body. If your head is seriously broken, you will simply depart from the machine.
NONE of you is "new". Even the cat and dog are not their body. They are not flesh either. LIFE is
in the SPIRIT, even your tree in your yard. You cannot die. There is no hellfire. God is within YOU.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

This brings up a very important point. Please, anyone still following this thread please consider
this.
Since we are actually infinite spiritual beings, we can never really die. These frail finite bodies can,
but not the real us.
So, how do the dark forces hurt and control us? Fear of death won't work.
You deceive and trick us into giving away our own freedom and control. In other words, the only
way we can be hurt is by tricking us into making the wrong choices ourselves. We cause our own
suffering! Deception.
If you want a magic key to salvation? This is it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

You ego assumes a lot... I used to do the same: "we are eternal spiritual beings" is a nice feeling
to have, but when you consider God and His plan to NOT have rebellious creations running
around eternally denying Him and doing whatever they want, it makes more sense to think of
yourself as a part of God's garden--you will either produce fruit for Him or you will be destroyed...
no worries if you don't value eternity...
sure, part of your essence may go on, but probably not your consciousness as it is ordered
currently...
this is why lucifer is in charge here... and he is in charge here... of that there is no doubt... to tempt
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and to help God separate weeds from wheat...
so fear God if that's what it takes... He is the Creator and we are just His creations, made in His
image... given free will and awareness... enough to learn humility and love of God and each other
or not...
lucifer was made as one of the most beautiful creations and his fate is no different than anyone
who denies God...
try tending a garden or bees and it will appear more obvious...
I would disagree--God created Grizzly bears and their voracity... imagine the awesomeness of
creation and all of the beauty and destruction within it... not some kindly old man who is whoever
you want Him to be, but someone you cannot fathom...
terrible and profound...
:)
Thread: John Lear may be wrong about Christ
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26765356

You have really misdefined yourself to something less than human in your post. Your idea of God
is seriously limiting YOU. What the fuck DOES MAKE IN HIS IMAGE MEAN TO YOU? Excuse the
expression but you are a pain in the tutty here, so I will use a pain in the tutty word to get your
atteniton.
Lucifer is NOT in charge, he was removed 2000 years ago by MIchael of Nebadon, the Creator
Son who played Jesus. Lucifer is uncreated, that means his soul no longer exists and he chose
that at his trial during this past century, by that I mean mid 1900's. Lucifer was NEVER GOD the
FATHEr.
Your whole post is BS to the extreme in your own lack of knowledge or you purposeful desire to
come here and harrass , so which is it, still serving the DEAD LUCIFER are you? God the Father
is never terrible. Only to your senses and you idea of him. We are going to grow you ones up on
this planet, come hell or high water, because we ARE at the end of the age and TIME is so very
up.
All are given eternal life, but it can be rejected and those of the Lucifer Rebellion , many of them
have done exactly that, and others have made their restitution and those still hanging on the fence
get to move to other worlds if they have not gotten off the fence. Its pretty simple.
Forget the grizzely bears for one day, they too shall be "human", thats how mind grows.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12119998
United States
11/06/2012 03:57 PM
He's all that's keeping me from raping the kids and the dog.
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NightWisp
User ID: 25023241
United States
11/06/2012 04:01 PM

A true all knowing and all wise supreme being should not be something to fear.
In truth, this reality is SO much more than most people's silly childish understandings.
God is within you. Not something above you or in control of you...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

It means reverence. To revere God.
Like Hate means.. to love less...
Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 26211827
United States
11/06/2012 04:03 PM
He's all that's keeping me from raping the kids and the dog.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12119998

Maybe you are just trying to be a clown, but if you are serious, you really are lost...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26765356
Canada
11/06/2012 04:08 PM
...

I don't either, I have had a lot of "breaks" in my life with the body. and I am not in fear of them
either. You ones still confuse your body as YOU and IT IS NOT. It is a carrier of YOU. It is a
machine. YOU cannot be harmed. You mind does not get broken if your head gets broken. The
FEAR comes from the fact you don't realize you are already an eternal being and all this is "lost"
is a machine of a body. If your head is seriously broken, you will simply depart from the machine.
NONE of you is "new". Even the cat and dog are not their body. They are not flesh either. LIFE is
in the SPIRIT, even your tree in your yard. You cannot die. There is no hellfire. God is within YOU.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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This brings up a very important point. Please, anyone still following this thread please consider
this.
Since we are actually infinite spiritual beings, we can never really die. These frail finite bodies can,
but not the real us.
So, how do the dark forces hurt and control us? Fear of death won't work.
You deceive and trick us into giving away our own freedom and control. In other words, the only
way we can be hurt is by tricking us into making the wrong choices ourselves. We cause our own
suffering! Deception.
If you want a magic key to salvation? This is it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26211827

You ego assumes a lot... I used to do the same: "we are eternal spiritual beings" is a nice feeling
to have, but when you consider God and His plan to NOT have rebellious creations running
around eternally denying Him and doing whatever they want, it makes more sense to think of
yourself as a part of God's garden--you will either produce fruit for Him or you will be destroyed...
no worries if you don't value eternity...
sure, part of your essence may go on, but probably not your consciousness as it is ordered
currently...
this is why lucifer is in charge here... and he is in charge here... of that there is no doubt... to tempt
and to help God separate weeds from wheat...
so fear God if that's what it takes... He is the Creator and we are just His creations, made in His
image... given free will and awareness... enough to learn humility and love of God and each other
or not...
lucifer was made as one of the most beautiful creations and his fate is no different than anyone
who denies God...
try tending a garden or bees and it will appear more obvious...
I would disagree--God created Grizzly bears and their voracity... imagine the awesomeness of
creation and all of the beauty and destruction within it... not some kindly old man who is whoever
you want Him to be, but someone you cannot fathom...
terrible and profound...
:)
Thread: John Lear may be wrong about Christ
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26765356

You have really misdefined yourself to something less than human in your post. Your idea of God
is seriously limiting YOU. What the fuck DOES MAKE IN HIS IMAGE MEAN TO YOU? Excuse the
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expression but you are a pain in the tutty here, so I will use a pain in the tutty word to get your
atteniton.
Lucifer is NOT in charge, he was removed 2000 years ago by MIchael of Nebadon, the Creator
Son who played Jesus. Lucifer is uncreated, that means his soul no longer exists and he chose
that at his trial during this past century, by that I mean mid 1900's. Lucifer was NEVER GOD the
FATHEr.
Your whole post is BS to the extreme in your own lack of knowledge or you purposeful desire to
come here and harrass , so which is it, still serving the DEAD LUCIFER are you? God the Father
is never terrible. Only to your senses and you idea of him. We are going to grow you ones up on
this planet, come hell or high water, because we ARE at the end of the age and TIME is so very
up.
All are given eternal life, but it can be rejected and those of the Lucifer Rebellion , many of them
have done exactly that, and others have made their restitution and those still hanging on the fence
get to move to other worlds if they have not gotten off the fence. Its pretty simple.
Forget the grizzely bears for one day, they too shall be "human", thats how mind grows.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

That's funny, I thought I was a pain in the arse... :)
Hey bro, I don't mean to offend or mislead you or anyone... truth is all that I am into... and the truth
is lucifer is in charge... according to those who have been in the secret societies, music business,
show business, upper echelons of business and those who have reached 33rd degrees... all you
have is your own personal take... I go by what many many others are saying...
the pattern is unmistakeable...
and anyway, this is not about you or me, its about why fear God...
I have said what I had to say...
cheers!
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26916259
United States
11/06/2012 04:29 PM
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Lucifer was given this planet to learn how he and his followers fucked up. He is not in charge for
2000 years now except thru those that continue to follow a deadbeat. OK. He was Hierarchy by
the way, NOT GOD. HE was ONCE the System HEAD who presided over 600+ planets.
Michael of Nebadon (Jesus) removed him and sent him to heavenly JAIL. There is a whole huge
set of managment worlds up there, and there are courts. Satan was not removed until about 1900
and at his trial he chose to return to thelight, but he is NOT on this planet. The former Prince of
the World, Caligastia was put into incarnating and his whole mind is now so fractured he cannot
stand trial. These are the FACTs.
Michael is returned and directly in charge and there are some very high management types
working with him, the Master Spirit (Siraya) of Orvonton (the super universe) and one of the
Ancients of Days of Orvonton and Monjoronson the Avonal Son from Paradise who is adjudicating
this world. This is FACT. I sit on this team and I know of what I speak. You do not.
The Lucifer REbellion is now fully OVER. And the celestial circuits of communication are again
open on this planet. We are going into great change.
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